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Tree LSTMs and QRNNs



















Neural Architecture Search 







But R isn’t differentiable  



Policy π Validation Accuracy R = Reward 



The trick : Reinforce 







Generating RNN units





But it takes 800 GPUs



Comparing NAS to random grid search

Soruce : Zoph, Barret, Vijay Vasudevan, Jonathon Shlens, and Quoc V. Le. 
"Learning Transferable Architectures for Scalable Image Recognition." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1707.07012 (2017).



A better trick : PPO 



Sharing parameters 

“Importantly, in all of 
our experiments, for 
which we use a single 
Nvidia GTX 1080Ti 
GPU, the search for 
architectures takes less 
than 16 hours”

Soruce : Pham, Hieu, Melody Y. Guan, Barret Zoph, Quoc V. Le, and Jeff Dean. 
"Efficient Neural Architecture Search via Parameter Sharing." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1802.03268 (2018).



AdaNet

The objective function 

Repo : https://github.com/tensorflow/adanet

https://github.com/tensorflow/adanet


Dynamic Memory Network



● Motivation:



● Motivation:
○ Iterative attention 

process

Initially we don’t pay attention on the sentence 
which contains the answers...

Since this iterative attention is good, need an architecture 
to strengthen that ability





Optional: Having <End of Sentence> token and consider the hidden state of it as a representation of 
the sentence.

For one sentence input, keep hidden states of each words. 



Position Encoding:

D:  representation dimension
j:  jth word in sentence
M: num word in sentence 





m_0 is initialized as q

At episode iteration t:
1.  Using previous memory m_(t-1) and q to compute attention score: 

● similarity measure: z =[some features]-> .. -> softmax -> gi  for each sentence,
1.  Using a modified GRU with input ( s1,s2 ,...) and (g1,g2,...) => last hidden state = m_t





Upgrade: using pointer to point to the input





Memory networks

Using features (embedding, POS,coreference,position encoding,...)

Array of memory m

Could be simple as putting new element to m

The O component is typically responsible for reading from memory and
performing inference. Have some function for scoring attention.
Similar with DMN, produce output 1 and condition on it and memory to find output 2 and so 
on… -> final output

Memory Networks (Weston et al. 2015)





Task 2,3 have long input sequence, DMN do poor while MemNN because it views each sentence separately.
Taks 7,8 requires iteratively retrieve facts and slowly incorporate, DNN shows better result.





Should consider the number 
of passes as 
hyperparameter.











Local region 
feature extraction 
( feature blocks)

Project to Visual feature 
embedding

Linear layer with tanh activation

Representation of a 
feature






